Quaternions, particularly the double and dual forms, are important for the representation rotations and more general rigid-body motions. The Cayley factorization allows a real orthogonal 4 Â 4 matrix to be expressed as the product of two isoclinic matrices and this is a key part of the underlying theory and a useful tool in applications. An isoclinic matrix is defined in terms of its representation of a rotation in four-dimensional space. This paper looks at characterizing such a matrix as the sum of a skew symmetric matrix and a scalar multiple of the identity whose product with its own transpose is diagonal. This removes the need to deal with its geometric properties and provides a means for showing the existence of the Cayley factorization.
Introduction
Since their formulation by Hamilton in the 1800s, quaternions have proved to be an important means for representing rotations in three-dimensional space. However, it is only comparatively recently that their use has been widespread, possibly prompted by Shoemake's work on rotations in animation. 1 In their basic form, quaternions represent rotations about an axis through the origin. Various attempts have been made to extend the ideas so that rotations about other axes and pure translations can be dealt with. The most successful of these have been double quaternions (where translations are approximated by rotations about distant axes), 2 and dual quaternions. 3, 4 These forms of quaternion are now used in a number of application areas including: representing the motion of mechanism systems, 5, 6 and robotic systems 7, 8 ; vision systems 9, 10 ; creation of fair motions 11, 12 ; manufacturing 13 ; and ''skinning'' of computer animated characters. 14 Perhaps because researchers have approached quaternions from different points of view, the underlying ideas can be difficult to grasp. Certainly there is a relation between quaternions (in the their various forms) and 4 Â 4 matrices representing rigid-body motions. 15 For some applications, matrix exponentials need to be formed 16 which perhaps adds to the complication since this involves a move into Clifford (geometric) algebra. 17 The use of double quaternions for handling transforms and motions 15, 18 depends upon the idea of representing a transform as a pair of quaternions which are regarded as commuting. This corresponds to representing the transform by a 4 Â 4 orthogonal matrix which is then factorized as a pair of commuting factors. This is the Cayley factorization. As noted by Thomas, 19 the Cayley factorization is the key to linking homogeneous transformations and quaternions. It can be approached in a number of ways.
One approach uses the fact that the tensor product H H of the ring of quaternions with itself is isomorphic to the ring of 4 Â 4 real matrices. 20 For a pair of quaternions, (q 1 , q 2 ), in the tensor product, a map F : H ! H is defined by FðxÞ ¼ q 1 Â q À1 2 for x 2 H. If a quaternion is regarded as being a vector with four real components, then this map can be regarded as a linear transform of R 4 to itself, and hence as a 4 Â 4 matrix. When q 1 and q 2 are unit quaternions, they correspond to the factors in the Cayley factorization.
An alternative approach is introduced in Thomas, 19 following Mebius. 21 This works directly with 4 Â 4 matrices and so avoids the need to deal An isoclinic matrix is one that represents a particular form of rotation in four-dimensional space. Its relationship with geometry is noted by Thomas 19 and Mebius. 21 However it is not necessary to understand explicitly this geometric significance in order to use the Cayley factorization. It is this that is explored in this paper. In section 2, an extension of the idea of skew symmetric matrices is given. This is the pseudoskew form (which is the replacement for the definition of isoclinic). It is shown that matrices M of this form for which M T M is diagonal fall into two sets. These correspond to the left and right isoclinic forms and hence provides a characterization of them. These two sets of matrices form division rings isomorphic to the ordinary quaternions.
Since the property of M T M being diagonal is preserved by orthogonal transformations, it is straightforward to derive the existence of the Cayley factorization. This is discussed in section 3, together with the uniqueness of the factorization. An example is given in section 4 and conclusions are drawn in section 5.
Proof. This can be checked by direct evaluation. oe Lemma 2.2 The set of 4 Â 4 pseudoskew matrices is a vector space over the real numbers with dimension 7.
Proof. If 1 and 2 are real scalars, then
and hence the pseudoskew matrices form a vector space. Its dimension follows since there are three choices for each of the components of a and b, and one choice for c. oe Clearly, the identity is a pseudoskew matrix. There are two triples of pseudoskew matrices 15, 19 where i, j, k are the standard unit vectors along the main axes.
The matrices within each triple have the following properties, where the subscripts have been omitted.
So the matrices in each triple behave as the unit quaternions.
Further, the following result follows by inspection.
This second set of three skew symmetric matrices can be formed from the first by an orthogonal transformation. For example Q T i L Q ¼ i R (and similarly for the others) where Q ¼ diagð1, 1, 1, À 1Þ. Equivalently, i R is obtained from i L by changing the signs in the last row and column.
Lemma 2.4 The seven matrices I, i R , j R , k R , i R , j R , k R form a basis for the vector space of 4 Â 4 pseudoskew matrices. Hence, every 4 Â 4 pseudoskew matrix can be uniquely expressed as a linear combination of these seven matrices, specifically
Proof. The seven matrices above are clearly linearly independent and hence form a basis for the vector space (cf. lemma 2.2). So any member of the space is a unique combination of them. The specific expression follows by inspection. oe
Consideration is now given to the case in which M is a pseudoskew matrix and M T M is diagonal. As the next result shows, this additionally means that M T M is a scalar multiple of the identity so that M T is a scalar multiple of the inverse of M.
Proof. By direct multiplication Suppose this is diagonal. The last row (or column) of M T M provides three relations which are equivalent to saying a Â b ¼ 0. Since their scalar product is non-zero, vectors a and b are both non-zero. Hence they are nonzero scalar multiples of each other, with say b ¼ a.
The first row of M T M says that a 1 a 2 ¼ b 1 b 2 , so that 2 ¼ 1, ¼ AE1, and the diagonal entries are all equal to a 
MPÞP T ¼ M is special. This proves (ii).
oe Note that although this result says that if M is special then so is P T MP, it does not say whether it is left or right special; M and P T MP may have the same or opposite ''handedness''.
Theorem 2.9
i. Matrices i L , j L , k L are left special pseudoskew matrices. ii. Matrices i R , j R , k R are right special pseudoskew matrices. iii. Any left special 4 Â 4 pseudoskew matrix can be uniquely expressed as a linear combination of I, i L , j L , k L ; and any right special 4 Â 4 pseudoskew matrix can be uniquely expressed as a linear combination of I,
isomorphic to the quaternions comprising all left special pseudoskew matrices and multiples of the identity. Similarly, the span of I, i R , j R , k R is a (different) division ring also isomorphic to the quaternions comprising all right special pseudoskew matrices and multiples of the identity.
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) follow from equations (3), (4), (5) . Part (iii) follows from lemma 2.4.
The first set of matrices in (iv) are those of the form Mða, À a, cÞ which are pseudoskew when a is nonzero and multiples of the identity otherwise. That they form a division ring isomorphic to the quaternions follows from the multiplication rules for the basis matrices. The same argument applies for the second division ring. oe Lemma 2.3 says that matrices from the different division rings commute. Consideration of commutivity more generally requires the following, the first part of which is a well known result for quaternions, and the second part confirms that the division rings identified in the last result are indeed closed under multiplication.
Lemma 2.10
ii. If M 1 and M 2 are two special pseudoskew matrices of the same kind, then they can be expressed as follows
where the same choice of signs is made and the subscripts L or R, which are the same throughout, have been omitted, and their product has the same form
Proof. Part (i) follows from the multiplication rules for the unit quaternions. The expressions for M 1 and M 2 follow from the definitions, and then part (ii) (or direct multiplication) gives the expression for the product. oe
Theorem 2.11
i. Any left special pseudoskew matrix commutes with every right special pseudoskew matrix. ii. If two special pseudoskew matrices commute then either they are not of the same kind, or a nontrivial linear combination of them is a scalar multiple of the identity.
Proof. Part (i) follows from lemma 2.3. For part (ii), suppose that M 1 and M 2 are two special pseudoskew matrices of the same kind. Then, they can be expressed as in lemma 2.10(ii), which also shows that their products are
Cayley's factorization
Cayley's factorization allows any real 4 Â 4 orthogonal matrix A with unit determinant to be written as the product of two matrices of a particular form which commute. 
As noted by Thomas, 19 this means that the transform generated by A is a combination of two rotations in two mutually orthogonal planes through angles 1 and 2 . Such rotations are called isoclinic if 2 ¼ AE 1 . The factors in Cayley's factorization are isoclinic. However it is not necessary to know this in order to be able to obtain and use the factorization.
Instead, the following definition is made.
Definition 3.1 A left (right) special pseudoskew 4 Â 4 matrix with unit determinant is said to be a left (right) isoclinic matrix. In addition, the matrices þI and -I are defined to be both left and right isoclinic.
A Cayley factorization of a real orthogonal 4 Â 4 matrix is its expression as the product of left and right isoclinic matrices.
and it is seen that If neither of L and R is AEI, then L and R are left and right special pseudoskew matrices and they have unit determinants; hence they are isoclinic. Further, by theorem 2.11, they commute. Hence equation (7) is Cayley's factorization of Q TAQ , and rearrangement gives
The factors QLQ T and QRQ T here have unit determinant and by theorem 2.8 they are special pseudoskew matrices: hence they are both isoclinic. It needs to be checked that they are of different kinds.
No non-trivial linear combination of L and R is a scalar multiple of the identity, and hence this is also true of QLQ T and QRQ T . Theorem 2.11(ii) shows that these new factors are isoclinic of different kinds. Hence equation (8) is Cayley's factorization of A.
Note that it is not necessarily the case that QLQ T is left isoclinic and QRQ T is right isoclinic. All that is known is that they are of different types. But this does not matter: since they commute the left isoclinic matrix can always be written first.
If one of L or R is AEI, then the above is also trivially true and equation (8) is still the required factorization of A. The factors can be regarded as being of different kinds since QLQ T or QRQ T as appropriate is isoclinic of both kinds. Now suppose that there are two factorizations.
Since they have unit determinant, the matrices have inverses and so
This matrix lies in both division rings given by theorem 2.9. The only matrices common to both are multiples of the identity and since the determinant is unity, it is seen that L These observations have proved Cayley's result.
Theorem 3.2 (Cayley's factorization) Any real orthogonal 4 Â 4 matrix A with unit determinant can be factored as the product A ¼ LR of a left isoclinic matrix and a right isoclinic matrix which commute and which both have unit determinant. Further, this factorization is unique except that the signs of both L and R can be changed.
Example
As an example consider the following orthogonal matrix.
factorization can be shown to exist based on the factorization of a canonical form of the typical matrix M.
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